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In this paper I explain why modalities such as necessity should be treated as predicates
rather than sentential operators, as it is usually done in modal logic. First I explain the
distinction. Then various problems of the predicate approach are discussed, in particular
to which kind of object these predicates should be applied. In The Quantification Prob-
lem the expressive weakness of the operator approach is assessed; and in The Category
Problem I discuss to which kind of object the modal predicates should be attributed. Fi-
nally I outline the problems of dealing with de remodality ifmodalities are conceived as
predicates.

Predicates & Operators

In contrast to the dominating approach in philosophical logic, we analyze all modal no-
tions including necessity, apriority, analyticity, truth, future truth, provability as predi-
cates in languages of first-order predicate logic. In philosophical logic necessity, knowl-
edge, and future truth, for instance, are commonly studied as a sentential operator of
modal logic, while truth is treated as a predicate.

In order to explain the difference between the predicate and the operator conception
of a modality, we look at natural language. Without claiming that other notions behave
in exactly the same way, we choose necessity as our example. The sentence

It is necessary that water is H2O.

can be parsed in at least two different way. According to the first option, ‘it is necessary
that’ is combined with the sentence ‘water is H2O’.

It is necessary that
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

operator, adverb

water is H2O.
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

sentence

In this sentence the phrase ‘it is necessary that’ serves the same purpose as the adverb
‘necessarily’ in the following sentence:
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Necessarily
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
operator

water is H2O.
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

sentence

Adverbs serve various purposes in natural language. Only some behave like ‘necessarily’
in modifying an entire sentence. Therefore we prefer the term ‘sentential operator’. A
sentential operator is an expression that yields, combinedwith a sentence, anew sentence.
In the simple case here, the sentential operator ‘necessarily’ is prefixed to the sentence.
We turn to the second way of parsing the sentence. On this approach, necessity is

conceived as a predicate:

It is necessary
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

predicate

that water is H2O
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

singular term

.

In this form the predicate approach looks somewhat awkward; but by reversing the order
of singular term and predicate, it can bemademore convincing:

That water is H2O
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

singular term

is necessary
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

predicate

.

We can go even further and force the reading of the that-clause as singular term by adding
a noun, although reformulations of this kind are somewhat questionable because they
add information about the kind of object that is denoted by the that-clause:

The proposition that water is H2O
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

singular term

is necessary
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

predicate

.

Instead of ‘proposition’ also ‘statement’, ‘belief ’, or the like could be used, while ‘sentence’
is at least very awkward.
Both approaches have been implemented in formal systems. Each of the the modal

operators ◻ for necessity and◇ for possibility yield a sentences when they are written in
front of a formula. Thus, if φ is a formula, then ◻φ and ◇φ are formulæ as well. This
means that the operators ◻ and◇ syntactically behave like the negation symbol. Modal
logic can be based on propositional logic. In this case the language contains sentence
parameters and connectives (besides auxiliary symbols such as brackets). It can also be
based on more sophisticated languages such as first-order predicate logic.

On the predicate approach, usually first-order languages are used. The predicate ◻ for
necessity is only another predicate symbol. In English theword ‘that’ can be used to form
a singular term from a sentence: ‘that’ followed by a sentence such as ‘water isH2O’ yields
a singular term. In a formal languagewemay have an analogous device that gives applied
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to a sentence φ a singular term φ.1 Then the sentence ‘It is necessary that water is H2O’
formalizes as ◻φ, if φ formalizes ‘water is H2O’.

So far we have considered necessity as an example of amodal notion that can be con-
ceived either as an operator or a predicate. Other notions behave differently and have
been treated differently. For instance, some intentional attitude predicates cannot so eas-
ily be combined with certain singular terms.2 The problem of substituting ‘that A’ with
‘the proposition that A’ have been discussed in some detail (see, for instance,Moltmann
2003 and Prior 1971). In the case of necessity the substitution seems acceptable, but not
in other cases. In the sentence

Nigel fears that there will bemore immigrants next year.

the substitution yields the sentence

Nigel fears the proposition that there will bemore immigrants next year.

But clearly Nigel is afraid of immigration and not propositions. Even with notions such
as knowledge analogous substitutions are at least problematic. Examples of this kind have
been used to argue against the conception of that-clauses as singular terms.

Another somewhat tricky kind ofmodality is future and past truth. Traditionally they
have been treated as operators and studied in temporal logic. In English they are com-
monly expressed neither with an operator nor a predicate, but with the help of tensed
predicates. For instance, the sentence

Nigel is in Norway.

can be put in future tense:

Nigel will be in Norway.

It can be argued that changing the tense of a sentence is a modification of the original
sentence similar to adding an adverb, just that there is not an adverb added, but rather
the verb itself is modified. A corresponding predicate is hard to come by. One could use
‘will be the case’ or ‘will be true’, but that is just a tensed truth predicate. There does not
seem to be a simple primitive predicate for future truth, unless one resorts to awkward
phrases such as

It is future that Nigel is in Norway.
1In other languages the rules for generating these singular terms aremore complicated, even in closely

related languages such asGerman. The predicate conception can be traced back tomedieval logic, long
beforemodern English came into existence. In the Latin texts accusativus com infinitivo constructions
were used instead of that-clauses.

2Usually intentional attitudes are known as propositional attitude predicates; butwe are going to construe
them as relations between subjects and sentences rather than propositions understood in a language
independent way; therefore we prefer the less committal term intentional attitude.
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While necessity, knowledge, belief, future truth, and many other notions have tradi-
tionally been formalized as model operators, truth has hardly ever been treated as a sen-
tential operator.
Logicians usually decide in favour of one of them and discard the other, presumably

because they expect that the chosen approach covers all aspects of themodality and the
other approach can be reduced to their preferred conception. Now one could argue that
it may be less controversial to keep both, amodal operator ◻ and the predicate ◻. After
all, there is an adverb ‘necessarily’ and a predicate phrase ‘is necessary’, and both coexist
in English. So why should we not be liberal and admit both, a predicate and an operator
in a formal language? First, the predicate and the operator would have to be related
in some way. The strongest relation would be a reduction of either the operator to the
corresponding predicate or vice versa.

The reduction of a modal operator ◻ to a corresponding predicate ◻ is technically
straightforward under suitable assumptions. The idea is that a sentence ◻φ is taken as
equivalent to ◻φ where φ does not contain amodal operator, and then the same kind of
substitution is defined recursively for sentences with nested occurrences of ◻ and◇. We
sketch how to define the reduction.We assume that in the languagewith the predicatewe
also have a name or some singular term φ for each formula φ. The choice of the singular
term is notwithout problems.We prefer the quotation of the sentence or some term from
which the structure of the named sentence can be read off. The translation O from the
language with the operator to the predicate is then defined recursively as follows:3

(i) If the formula φ is atomic, then O(φ) = φ;
(ii) If the formula φ is of the form ¬ψ, then O(¬ψ) = ¬O(ψ);
(iii) If the formula φ is of the form ψ → χ, then O(ψ → χ) = O(ψ)→ O(χ);
(iv) If the formula φ is of the form ∀xψ, then O(∀x ψ) = ∀x O(ψ);

(v) If the formula φ is of the form ◻ψ, then O(◻ψ) = ◻O(ψ).

The notation ◻O(ψ) may require some explanation. It denotes the application of the
predicate symbol ◻ to the singular term O(ψ), which can be thought of as the quotation
of the translation of φ. The symbolO is not a symbol of the object language; it is a symbol
for a function defined in the metalanguage. O(ψ) is again a singular term of the object
language.

Of course, in order to show that this reduction is successful, we have to prove that the
translation preserves provability, truth, or even meaning. This task may be far from triv-
ial and require further tweaks and assumptions. However, if this reduction is successful,

3The idea for this embedding can be traced back at least to (Carnap 1934, IV.B.e). Carnap’s translations is
still very different and there are several variations. What caused problems especially in early variants
were problems with the iteration of N .
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there is no need for a further operator for themodality, if the predicate is available. Con-
versely, if the predicate is defined in terms of the operator (and perhaps other devices),
then the predicate is not required any longer. Such a definition is, as we shall see, more
difficult.
Both the operator and the predicate approach have their problems. Deciding in favour

of one or the other reading has deep ramifications for many philosophical areas such
as metaphysics, epistemology and philosophy of mind. For instance, if we adopt the
predicate approach for intentional attitudes, it is plausible to conceive belief, knowledge
and various kinds of perceiving as relations between a subject and a belief. This rules out
so-called adverbialist theories of these notions. They have been advocated specifically
for perceptual notions by Chisholm (1957), Tye (1989), and others; adverbialists deny
that there are belief and perceptual contents. Adverbialism can be applied to othermodal
notions, although some applications may be implausible, for instance in the case of truth.

We do not even try to summarize these discussions about the predicate and operator
conceptions of modalities. We are also not able to recommend a comprehensive survey
elsewhere, although the reader may start from (Stern 2016). One problem is that many
philosophers have focused on a specific kind of modality such as truth, necessity, some
intentional attitude and so on. But presumably a general decision is needed as will try to
show below.

Problems of the Predicate Approach

Up to the 1960s predicate and operator approaches had been pursued; but then the oper-
ator view and modal logic ousted the predicate approach. There were two main factors
that led to the triumph of the operator account over the rival predicate approach. The
predicate approach is prone to paradox and Montague’s (1963) attack on the predicate
approach on these grounds was widely seen as very successful (see Theorem ??, p. ?? be-
low). Even more importantly, Kripke, Kanger, Hintikka, and others developed possible-
worlds semantics for modal logics.4 Possible-world semantics offered a vast playground
for philosophical andmathematical theorizing, and the number of papers onmodal logic
grew rapidly. No comparable semantics was available for the predicate approach. These
are themain two factors that lead to the dominance of the operator approach.

Besides the paradoxes and the lack of a neat semantics in the literature, there aremore
problems with the predicate account on modalities. In the rest of this section we concen-
trate on some ontological questions. Ifmodalities are conceived as predicates, they apply
to objects, according to standard referential semantics. But what kind of object? In my
paraphrase of ‘It is necessary that water is H2O’ on p. 2 I have used propositions. This
is presumably the most popular, but by no means the only choice among philosophers.

4See (Copeland 2002) for the history of possible-worlds semantics for modal operators.
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If propositions are conceived as abstract objects, nominalists will already see an advan-
tage for the operator approach. We are not worried about an ontological commitment
to abstract objects; but there is another problem with propositions. Propositions may
have to be individuated in different ways for different modalities. Propositions as objects
of beliefs would have to be very fine grained. One can believe that Cicero is a Roman
orator without believing that Tully is a Roman orator. Hence the proposition that Tully
is a Roman orator and the proposition that Cicero is a Roman orator must be different.
Kripke (1979) provided an example of a personwho affirms the French sentence ‘Londres
est jolie’ but disagrees with its English translation ‘London is pretty.’ So both sentences
should express different propositions. The puzzle threatens the conception of proposi-
tions as entities independent from language: It should not matter in which language a
proposition is expressed, especially if only rigid designators such as ‘Paris’ are used. For
necessity these puzzles do not arise in the sameway, and coarse grained propositions can
be used.

These problems have been discussed in some detail in the literature; and we do not
enter the this discussion here. There is a much bigger problem that is not discussed so
frequently. There aremodalities that do not apply to propositions, but other objects. Usu-
ally a sentence is said to be analytic if and only if it is true in virtue of themeanings of the
expressions in the sentence. It does not makemuch sense to ascribe analyticity to propo-
sitions conceived as language independent objects, because analyticity is standardly seen
as defined in terms of themeaning of linguistic items in a sentence. Similarly, provability
in a formal system is a property of sentences, according to the standard view. If we go
along with the usual assumptions, it becomes hard to compare analyticity and necessity.
If we ask whether everything that is necessary is also analytic, the answer is negative and
trivial, because some propositions, but no sentences are necessary. So the proposition
that water is water is necessary, but not analytic, because only the sentence ‘water is water’
is analytic, but not the proposition. Similarly, if we ask whether provability in a certain
formal system such as Peano arithmetic implies truth and assume that only propositions
can be true, we have to conclude that no provable sentence is true, simply because sen-
tences are never true; only propositions are.

These examples show that it is difficult to come up with one single kind of object of
which all the modalities can be predicated. Among the candidates are sentences, con-
ceived as types or tokens and as mental or natural, propositions with various granulari-
ties, statements, beliefs, utterances, judgements, and so on. It is not necessarily clear how
they are related to propositions and sentences. We call the problem of finding a single
class of objects towhich all themodalities can sensibly be ascribed the category problem.
Various solutions to the category problem have been tested in the literature. The truth

predicate has been used in various solutions. Very often claims about the relation be-
tween analyticity, necessity, apriority, knowledge, and so on and couched in terms of
truth. So instead of saying ‘There are synthetic a priori propositions’ or ‘All analytic sen-
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tences are necessary’, philosophers write ‘There are synthetic truths that are a priori’ or
‘All analytic truths are necessary’. The use of the term ‘truth’ elegantly hides the problem,
but does not solve it. Presumably the most natural way to understand these reformula-
tions is the following:

There is something that is synthetic, true and a priori.

and

Everything that is analytic and true is necessary.

But the category problem remains. If only sentences are analytic and only propositions –
conceived as language independent entities – are necessary, then the last sentence is false.
Oneway to dodge the category problem could lie in a partial departure from the predi-

cate approach. Halbach andWelch (2009) considered the option of retaining a predicate
for truth and treating other modalities as sentential operators. The two sentences can
then be reformulated in the following ways:

There is something that is synthetically true and a priori true.

and

Everything that is analytically true is necessarily true.

Thus only adverbs or sentential operators for syntheticity, apriority, and analyticity are
needed. Objects that can be true are still required, but we do not have to worry whether
they can also be analytic or necessary, because these other modal notions are not con-
ceived as predicates any longer. This mixed approach means that the predicate approach
is abandoned with the exception of the truth predicate.

The Quantification Problem

By adopting the operator view ofmodalities we can avoid the drawbacks ofmodal predi-
cates: There are no analogues toMontague’s paradox in operatormodal logic (unless diag-
onalization is added artificially); modal operators are adverbial modifiers of sentences or
perhaps formulæ, but they do not apply to anything, and thus the category problem van-
ishes; finally we havemathematically and philosophically successful semantics for modal
operators.

However, there is a steep price to pay for dodging the problems of modal predicates
and settling for modal operators. The price is a lack of expressive power. Ifmodalities are
treated as sentential operators, many philosophical claims cannot be expressed. Above
we considered the following example: ‘There are synthetic a priori propositions.’ This
sentence cannot easily be reformulated if onlymodal operators are available. Assumewe
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have amodal operator Syn for syntheticity and an operator Ap for apriority, thenwe can
write Synφ ∧ Apφ to express that φ is synthetic and a priori. With the sentence ‘There
are synthetic a priori propositions’ we do not intend to claim this for a specific φ, but
rather onlymake an existential claim. However, in a first-order language the expression
∃x(Syn x ∧ Ap x) is only a well-formed formula if Syn and Ap are predicates and not
sentential operators. On the operator view, Syn x fails to be well-formed in the same way
¬x fails to bewell-formed; the operators Syn and Ap need to be combinedwith formulæ,
not singular terms such as the individual variable x. When we form quantified claims of
this kind in English, we also resort to predicate phrases and not to adverbs.

There are many more philosophically important quantified statements. In particular,
there are also many universally quantified claims, for instance, the claim that necessity
implies truth (in the sense that whatever is necessary is also true), that what is known is
true, that analyticity implies necessity, and that whatever is true can be known. Hence,
as we mentioned above, the quantification problem is especially pertinent to philosoph-
ical discourse. For the purposes of a linguistic analysis of everyday language, it may be
less pressing; but, as has been mentioned before, philosophers are interested in general
statements about modalities and their relations. Ifmodal logic does not allow us to state
that there are synthetic a priori judgements (or propositions), we are unable to discuss
claims that are at the very centre of philosophy.

Defenders of the operator account have tried to show in various ways that the quanti-
fied statements can be expressed with operators. A first defence is obtained by claiming
that universal statements can be expressed by schemata. According to this suggestion,
the empiricist claims that apriority implies non-syntheticity would be expressed by all
sentences Apφ → ¬Synφ. This strategy is not very promising. First, empiricism can-
not be stated as a single sentence, but only by employing infinitelymany sentences. The
opponent of empiricism would be in an even worse position, as they have to negate a
schema. It is unclear how to do this. We know how to negate formulæ, but not schemata.
Quantifiers and connective can be iterated and combined. If a claim involves alternating
quantifier and quantifiers embedded in sentences, then schemata are useless.
Propositional quantifiers have been used to boost the expressive power of a language

with operators. The claim that apriority implies non-syntheticity would be expressed as
∀P(ApP → ¬SynP) on this strategy. The letter P is here a propositional variable. It can
stand in the place of formula as in ApP. The negation of this claim can be expressed
as ¬∀P(ApP → ¬SynP) or simply as ∃P(ApP ∧ SynP). Usually modal operators and
propositional quantifiers can be freely combined.5

5Quantification into sentence position is as old as modal logic and was considered already by Lewis and
Langford (1932). There are numerous accounts of propositional quantification with subtle differences.
They can be understood as quantifiers ranging over sets of possible worlds, as suggested already by
Kripke (1959). Bull (1969), Fine (1970), and Kaplan (1970) elaborated on Kripke’s suggestion. These
accounts are commonly based on propositional logic, which is sufficient for expressing quantified
claims such as ∃P(ApP ∧ SynP), if suitablemodal operator are available. Extending this to predicate
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At this point a thorough discussion of higher-order modal logic would be needed for
a fair comparison with the predicate approach. We mention only a few general reasons
whyweprefer thepredicate approach,whichmaynot apply to all variantsofpropositional
quantification or higher-order modal logicmore generally.
Without explicitly specified semantics, it is not straightforward to distinguish between

amulti-sorted first-order (in the sense of section ??) and a higher-order language. Propo-
sitional variables could be understood as a sort of first-order variables, and Ap and Syn
as predicates that are combinedwith them. Formulæ of the form◻φ could be understood
as a predicate combined with a singular term for φ. The same effect could be achieved,
so one could argue, by using a single sort of variable, introducing two new predicate sym-
bols, and relativizing all quantifiers with one of the two predicates. So ∀P would become
∀x (Pro x→ . . .),where Pro is a predicate symbol for restricting the quantifier to proposi-
tions. Here we will not make this reduction precise, because it depends on many further
decisions and assumptions; but the general strategy should be clear.

There is one point where the reduction ofmodal operators with propositional quanti-
fiers tomodal predicates runs intoproblems. Presumably expressionsof the kind∀P(ApP →
P) count aswell-formed. Replacing the last occurrence of the variable P with a first-order
variable will give an ill-formed expression. The reduction could be saved by using truth.
The sentence ∀P(ApP → P) could be expressed with predicates Ap for apriority and ◻
for truth as ∀x (Pro x→ (Ap x→ ◻x)). Actually, the first-order version with a truth pred-
icate is closer to English. For propositional quantification there is no obvious equivalent
in English: The sentence All a priori beliefs are true is well formed.

To make reduction more precise, we would have to spell out the assumptions in much
more detail. In particular, we would have to make precise the syntax or semantics of the
propositional quantifiers.We expect, however, that the problems of this kind of quantifier
is very similar to that of adding a truth predicate. Kripke (1976) provided an account of
such quantifiers that is verymuch based on his theory of truth in (Kripke 1975).

There are reasons to reject both, the propositional quantification and themulti-sorted
approach. On both, the propositions and other objects are separated and cannot be re-
lated in a straightforward way. Sentences of the following kind mix propositions and
other objects:

Only propositions are necessary.(0.1)
The things that are necessary are not located in space.(0.2)
All sentences provable in PA are a priori and necessary.(0.3)

We assume that is a proposition, is located in space, is provable in PA, and is a logical truth
should be treated as normal first-order predicates. With amodal operator ◻ for necessity
and a predicate Prop the following is not well formed: ∀P (◻P → PropP), because Prop

logic is not trivial, and there is a vast literature on higher-order modal logic based on predicate logic.
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requires a first-order, not a propositional variable. Equally, ∀x (◻x → Prop x) is not well
formed, because ◻ requires a propositional variable.

The point is general. If we treat some notions as predicates and others as operators,
then it will be difficult to relate them. The treatment of metaphysical necessity, knowl-
edge, and belief as operators has become standard in philosophical logic. Truth, in con-
trast, is almost always conceived as a predicate. Similarly, provability in a fixed formal
system is conceived as a predicate in the tradition of (Gödel 1931). In provability logic
the properties of these predicates are analyzed using modal operator languages; but the
primary analysis of provability is always as a predicate. Surprisingly, absolute general
mathematical provability is then often treated as an operator. In limited contexts where
we focus only on one modality it does not matter how the different theories fit together.
But philosophical logicians should be able to provide a formal framework in which the
various notions can be related and compared. Themost obviousway to do so is a uniform
treatment of all modalities and all notions to which they are related. As we have seen in
the previous paragraph, even ‘normal’ notions such as being located in spacemay be re-
lated to amodality. So unless we treat them as operators as well, we are pushed towards
the predicate conception. The predicate approach to modalities offers the most general
uniform framework for studying modal notions, their interaction among each other and
with other notions.

The proponent of the operator approachwith propositional quantifiers has still options
to deal with examples such as (0.3): They can still try to defend the account using addi-
tional devices to boost the expressive strength of the language. It could be argued that
being provable in PA is a first-order predicate of sentences, while being a priori and nec-
essary are operators or predicates of propositions (understood as objects different from
sentences). The claim (0.3)would then the understood as an abbreviation ofAll sentences
provable in PA express a priori and necessary propositions. That is, a bridging particle ‘ex-
press’ taking sentences as first argument and a proposition as second would be invoked.
Also truth would become an operator or predicate of propositions. We suspect that a
language with propositional quantification in conjunction with operators can be inter-
translatable with a language that has only the corresponding predicates. But then the
problems of the predicate approach will also affect such an elaborate account.6

The Category Problem

The predicate conception ofmodalities offers themost powerful, flexible, and straightfor-
ward way to theorize about modalities. If we opt for modal predicates, we have to pay
a price for its expressive strength and the uniform treatment of quantified statements:
We need to address the paradoxes ofmodal predicates such as Montague’s paradox; they

6For an attempt to formalize ‘express’ in such contexts see (Mount 2019). His approach is a formalization
of Ramsey’s informal theorizing.
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will be the topic of subsequent chapters. Moreover, we need to equip our object theory
with resources to reason about the things to which modalities can be ascribed. At least
we need to build some assumptions about the ontology of these objects into our object
theory. These assumptions will depend onwhether we think of them as beliefs, sentences
of a natural or mental language, structured or unstructured propositions, fine or coarse
grained propositions, or still something else.
We do not think that there is a definite solution to the category problem that can be

unearthed by looking at linguistic data in English or other languages. By paying selective
attention to certain examples one can force an answer in the one or other direction.7 We
do not assume that there is a coherent underlying ontology to be found in the linguistic
data. We take the protracted discussions in the literature about the objects of necessity,
truth, belief, knowledge, and other modalities as an indication that there is not enough
evidence from linguistic data to prefer one category of objects over the other. In the end
some regimentation in Quine’s (1960) sensemay be required.
For the purposes here, no full solution to the category problem is required. We con-

sider highly regimented formal languages; they lack many elements, such as indexicals,
that cause trouble in natural languages for the category problem. In this section we give
only a few reasons why we think an approach with sentences as bearer ofmodal proper-
ties are a promising answer to the category problem.

Whatever the objects may be that can be true, analytic, necessary, be known, be a
priori, and so on, our main access to them are sentences and, in some cases also formulæ.
Thereforewe focus on predicates applying to sentences and formulæ.We look at the truth
predicate as an example.

If the predicate symbol ◻ expresses truth, a sentence such as ◻φ, where φ is a name
for φ, can be read as ‘φ’ is true or as The proposition expressed by the sentence ‘φ’ is true
(as Quine 1970, p. 10 suggested). In the latter case the analysandum would be ‘expresses
a true proposition’. This is compatible with viewing propositions as the primary objects
of truth.

The predicate expresses a true proposition can be taken to primitive. Which elements
are taken to be primitive is a methodological question and one might have to explore
different options. Even if propositions are employed as primary bearers of truth, one
does not have to start with a unary predicate is true applying to propositions, a unary
predicate for is a proposition, and a binary relation expresses. Treating expresses a true
proposition as primitive does not rule out a later analysis from other notions.
Whether we read ◻φ as ‘φ’ is true or the proposition expressed by the sentence ‘φ’ is

true, we seem to have lost a very important device: Neither of the two readings gives us
an obvious formal counterpart of it is true that φ, and it is not clear how we can express
that-sentences in our framework. Often these that-clauses are taken to be singular terms
denoting propositions. It is here where our approach of viewing modalities as predicates

7Moltmann (2018) provides many examples.
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of sentences seems to fall short.
An obvious reply would be that these that-clauses are coreferential with quotations,

and that therefore nothing is lost by conceiving modalities as syntactic predicates. There
are various reasons why philosophers have thought that neither of the two readings men-
tioned above are equivalent to it is true that φ. In it is true that φ the sentence φ is used,
while it is only mentioned in ‘φ’ is true and the proposition expressed by the sentence ‘φ’
is true. Sometimes the following observation is given as evidence for the claim that they
are not equivalent: ‘snow is white’ is true is about the sentence snow is white, while it is
true that snow is white is about snow. We do not think that this is sufficient to establish
non-equivalence of the two sentences. What is needed are examples that show that they
are not substitutable salva veritate. And indeed, in certain modal contexts they seem to
come apart. Whether it is true that snow is white obtains depends on the colour of snow.
Whether ‘snow is white’ is true depends also on what snow is white means. If snow is
white hadmeant coal is white, then ‘snow is white’ is true would be false. Themeanings of
sentences understood as strings of symbols or sounds, or so the argument goes, are con-
tingent. Therefore the truth conditions of ‘snow is white’ is true and it is true that snow is
white are different. The origins of these arguments can be traced back at least to Plato’s
Cratylus. They have been used to show that themodal status of T-equivalences depends
on whether they are formulated with sentences or propositions (suitably understood).
The equivalence

(T) The proposition that snow is white is true iff snow is white

is necessary, according to this view, while

The sentence ‘snow is white’ is true iff snow is white

is only contingently true: If snow is white hadmeant coal is white the second equivalence
would fail, while the first would still hold. Similarly, the equivalence

The proposition expresssed by the sentence ‘snow is white’ is true iff
snow is white

is only contingently true, because the sentence snow is white could have expressed some
other proposition.

To capture (T), it may be argued, a predicate applying directly to propositions is re-
quired, probably in addition to some term forming device (corresponding to that); pred-
icates of sentences are insufficient to analyze (T), it could be claimed.8

8One of the first to make an argument along these lines on the status of these equivalences was Lewy
(1947). G. E. Moore (1966, p. 142) also mentioned a similar argument already in lectures 1925–26
(edited by Lewy). I thank Graham Solomon for making me aware of this passage in Moore’s lectures.
The argument, including a variant with translations by Lewy (1947), is a precursor to the Church–
Langford argument by Church (1950), which concerns intentional attitudes rather than truth.
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The example of the T-sentences above involves iterated modalities: (T) contains the
truth predicate and then we ask whether (T) is necessary. There are variants of this argu-
ment. The sentence

(Log) “ ‘All logicians are logicians’ is necessary” is necessary.

is false under the following assumption: The expression All logicians are logicians could
have been used to express that snow is black; hence the sentenceAll logicians are logicians
is only contingently necessary, because its necessity depends on our contingent linguistic
conventions.

We do not think that these arguments, purported to show that truth and necessity
should primarily be understood as predicates of propositions, are convincing. The truth
predicate can be read in differentways.We could focus on a reading of the truth predicate
as is a true sentence now inmy actual idiolect frommy perspective. Some deflationist about
truth, including Field (1994), understand the truth predicate in this way. On this reading,
snow iswhite is still true even if snow iswhite hadmeant snow is black; itwould still be true
in my idiolect. In the same way (Log) has a true reading if ‘is necessary’ is understood as
is necessary now in my actual idiolect from my perspective.

These readings are not completely unnatural. When ascribing truth to particular ut-
terances and sentences we usually mean true in our language. Is a true sentence now in
my actual idiolect from my perspective is taken as primitive not as a truth predicate that
takes additional arguments such as a parameter for the language, context etc. One could
then hope to define truth predicates applied to sentences in other languages from this
predicate via translations or interpretations. Starting with such a reading of is true and
is necessary would be our preferred methodological starting point. Of course there are
many problems. In particular,we do not claim that all other philosophically relevant uses
of truth and necessity can be reduced to such primitive predicates. Even if one is sceptical
about the possibility of such a reduction,we can still theorize about those predicates.They
still go a longway in providing a formal framework for the use of the truth, necessity and
other predicates in philosophical discourse.

Even though we call our formal systems theories of syntax, onemay try to reinterpret
them as theories ofpropositions, properties, and relations in someway.We like to call this
kind of reinterpretation of our theories theHenry Ford theory of universals. Ford allegedly
pronounced that his customers could purchase his model T in any colour as long as it is
black. Readers may take our formal theories as theories of universals as long as they
are content to believe that there are operations on universals and their constituents that
correspond to our syntactic operations. Universals would then truly bemere shadows of
syntactic objects, to use Quine’s phrase. We do not think that theHenry Ford theory will
appeal to many readers; but they may try to come up with a theory of universals that is
intertranslatable with our syntax theory to make the theories more appealing.

Ultimately we prefer to think of our predicates as syntactic predicates, that is, as pred-
icates applying to sentences. Analyticity, provability (in some formal system), logical
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validity, and so on will have to be understood as predicates of sentences; and in order
to make all predicates comparable we rather see truth and necessity as predicates of sen-
tences than provability and analyticity as predicates of propositions.

We have said little about intentional attitudes such as believing or knowing. As men-
tioned above, Lewy’s argument in its form with translations has a counterpart for inten-
tional attitudes in the form of the Church–Langford argument, which is also known as
argument from translation. There is an extensive literature on this argument and its re-
finements. As intentional attitudes are not at the centre of our account, we only refer the
reader to the relevant literature by Leeds (1979), Salmon (2001), Felappi (2014), Sackris
(2016), andmany others.

De re modality

Our conception of modalities as predicates of objects – whether they are sentences or
propositions – faces another challenge. So far we have considered only de dicto modali-
ties, but no de re modalities. If we cannot incorporate the latter into our account, large
parts of modern philosophy of language and metaphysics would be incompatible with
our predicate conception ofmodalities.

We begin with explaining the distinction and the problems of ‘quantifying in’ from
the perspective of modal logic and the operator approach. We start with the following
situation:

The people at the table in a Gothenburg restaurant are Mary’s three best
friends. Mary believes of each of them that she is in England.

We can conclude from this that Mary believes of every person at the table in Gothenburg
that she is in England. Of course, this does notmean that she believes that every person at
the table in Gothenburg is in England. The distinction can memade in modal logic with
an operator ◻ for ‘Mary believes that’. The claim that Mary believes of every person at the
table in Gothenburg that she is in England can be formalized as the following formula:

(0.4) ∀x (Px→ ◻Qx)

Here Px expresses that x is a person at the table in Gothenburg and Qx expresses that x is
in England. In the formalization of the claim that Mary believes that every person at the
table in Gothenburg is in England, the modal operator takes a wider scope: ◻∀x (Px →
Qx).
In the sentence (0.4) the quantifier ∀x binds all occurrences of x, including the last

one that is in the scope of the belief operator ◻. Thus in (0.4) we quantify into a modal
context,more precisely a belief context.

Analogous examples can be given for other modalities. Kripke (1980) providedmany
examples for what he called metaphysical necessity. Assume we have a glass with pure
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water. It is necessary for each of the molecules in the glass that it contains a hydrogen
atom. If it did not contain a hydrogen atom, it would not be a water molecule and thus
a different molecule. The claim that it is necessary of every molecule in the glass that it
contains a hydrogen atom can be formalized as ∀x (Px→ ◻Qx) again. Now ◻ stands for
metaphysical necessity, and the predicate symbols have to be understood in the obvious
way. Clearly, we cannot move themodal operator out and write ◻∀x (Px → Qx), as this
would be the incorrect claim that it is necessary that everymolecule in the glass contains
a hydrogen atom; the glass could be empty.

Beyond necessity and intentional attitudes such as belief and knowledge, truth pro-
vides further examples of this kind. We can use the above example and replace necessity
with truth: It is true for each of the molecules in the glass that it contains a hydrogen
atom. However, as we have seen above, truth has hardly ever been treated as an operator.
But, at least on the surface, it seems to behave syntactically in a similar way. If we were
to formalize truth as an operator, we would quantify into the scope of the truth operator.
In many places, among them (1943, 1976), Quine argued that quantifying into certain

modal contexts is incomprehensible. How problematic quantifying-in is depends on the
modality. Quine focused on a much smaller class of modalities than we do. For many
modalities quantifying-in does not pose any problem. In the case of truth, for instance,
there seems little reason toworry about the comprehensibility of quantifying in; in other
cases de re conceptions make little sense (at least in a non-trivial sense), as in the case of
analyticity.

Important objections against quantifying-in arise from puzzles about de re modality
in general. In a sentence such as

Jana believes that the greatest sane logician was born in Poland.

does not imply that Jana believes that the author of The Concept of Truth was born in
Poland, even if it happens that he and the greatest sane logician are the same person.
Modal contexts are intensional and identicals may not be substitutable salva veritate. The
displayed sentence and the analogous sentence with the author of The Concept of Truth
ascribe de dicto beliefs to Jana. Whether the sentence is true depends on the specific
singular term that is used. Using a different singular term, even if it refers to the same
person or object, can affect the truth value of the entire sentence. In the case of a de re be-
lief, roughly, the belief is about the person or the thing, independently of the any specific
singular term. For instance, we could talk about a person and say even things about that
person Jana does not know and then say that she believes of them that they were born
in Poland. Quantifying-in seems to presuppose that de re modality is comprehensible.
If we have a variable in the scope of a modal operator, then we do not have any specific
singular term and just an unspecific pronoun or a variable. Thus themodality is de re.

There are many puzzles that arise from de re modalities. De re modalities have also
been at the heart of the modern revival of metaphysics, as de re necessity is closely tied
to essential properties. Here we do not intend to go any deeper into the analysis to de re
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necessity or take a specific stance. We are only interested in the questionwhether we can
deal with such modalities and quantifying-in, if modalities are conceived as predicates
rather than sentential operators. Whatever our specific stance on de re modality and
quantifying-in may be, our adoption of the predicate approach should not bar us from
developing a theory of de remodality as it has been done for the operator approach. Here
possible worlds semantics has been used to sharpen and refine informal accounts of de
re modality, and metaphysicians and philosophers of language have availed themselves
to themethods ofmodal logic.

The transition from a modal operator that allows for quantifying-in to a predicate, is
not straightforward. If we replace the operator in ∀x (Px → ◻Qx) with a predicate, we
obtain the sentence ∀x (Px→ ◻Qx), where Qx is a name for the formula Qx or an object
corresponding to Qx such as the property expressed by Q. This substitution does not
achieve the desired effect. It cannot express what it is supposed to express, because the
variable x is not free in ◻Qx; it is only mentioned, not used. Of course, we have not
provided an axiomatic system or a semantics for the language with the predicate ◻, but
in any reasonable axiomatization and under every reasonable semantics, ∀x (Px→ ◻Qx)
will never be an adequate rendering of the above English sentences with quantifying-in.
Only variables that are used can be bound; variables that are merely mentioned cannot
be bound. In Qx the x is merely part of a name for the formula Qx. It is a feature of
our notation that the variable x shows up within the name Qx for the formula Qx. For
instance, in the English singular term ‘The letter Q followed by the third-from-last letter
of the alphabet’ the variable x does not occur in any way.

There have been various attempts to address the problem(see Bealer 1982 for a detailed
treatment). Our preferredmethod is a technique that is well-known from the theory of
truth. As mentioned above, the grammar of the truth predicate is very similar to that of
the necessity and other modal predicates. In particular, we can form sentences with the
truth predicate that involve quantifying-in. The sentence

It is true for each of the molecules in the glass that it contains a hydrogen
atom.

displays the same grammatical structure as

It is necessary for each of themolecules in the glass that it contains a hydro-
gen atom.

In the case of the first sentence a common way to deal with quantifying-in would rely on
a predicate for satisfaction. The sentence could be formalized as

(0.5) ∀x (Px→ Sat Qx x)

Here Sat is a binary predicate symbol that is applied to the two terms Qx and x. As be-
fore, Qx is a name for the formula Qx. It is important that we use the specific variable
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x rather than the metavariable, because now it really matters which variable is used. In
predicate logic renaming a bound variable cannot transform a provable into an unprov-
able sentence, as long as the new variable does not occur in the original sentence; also
the truth or falsity of a sentence does not depend on such a renaming. In the present case
this means that, concerning provability or truth in any given model, there is no differ-
ence between ∀x (Px→ Sat Qx x) and, say, ∀v27 (Pv27 → Sat Qx v27). Of course, when we
rename bound variables, the name Qx for the formula Qx is not replaced with the name
of another formula; in particular, it is not replaced with a name of Qv27. Thus, in (0.5),
there is no connection between the variable x that occurs as a symbol in (0.5) and the
letter x, which is used in a way to communicate the name of Qx.

There are different ways to understand Sat x y, where x and y are some variables. It
could be read as ‘y satisfies x if the free variable v0 (that is, x) of x is interpreted by y’. In
this case Sat would be tied to the first variable v0. Alternatively, we could read Sat x y as
‘y satisfies x if the free variable of x (whatever that free variable may be) is interpreted
by y’. At any rate such as reading of Sat always confines us to a predicate expressing a
relation between a formulawith a single free variable and a single object. However, there
are examples where we quantify into modal contexts with two variables:

If A and B are distinct, then they are necessarily distinct.

We could employ a ternary predicate Sat to formalize claims of this kind with the addi-
tional intricacies of determining which variables are interpreted by which object. More-
over, the binary and the ternary predicate would have to be related in some way.

The obvious solution is to follow Tarski’s lead for truth and to conceive the necessity
predicate as a binary predicate applying to formulæ and variable assignments. Variable
assignments are lists of objects associating an objectwith some or all variables. If variable
assignments are finite, then we have to make sure that the variable assignment matches
the free variables in the formula. Here we do not go deeper into the details. Whatever
the details are, the operator and the predicate accounts of quantifying-in will diverge in
some important aspects. On the predicate approach we will need a theory of variable
assignments, usually a theory of sequences of objects. These sequences may be finite and
their theory can be developed inweak systems of arithmetic already, but they still require
more than pure logic. On the operator account nothing comparable is needed.

The predicate conception of de re modalities has also advantages over the operator
conception. First, as with unary predicates,we can express quantification and generaliza-
tions as explained in section . With a binary necessity predicate applying to formulæ and
variable assignments we gain even more expressive power, which is not easily matched
by a language with an operator. With such a predicate we can express that a formulæ is
necessary of some objects, for instance. We can also use such a predicate to formulæ the
ab necesse ad esse or factivity of de re necessity as a universally quantified principle. In
English the principlemay be expressed as follows:
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If a formula is necessary of some objects, then the formula is true of these
objects.

This principle can be expressed using the binary necessity predicate and quantification
over variable assignments. It is stronger that the well-known de dicto version stating that
whatever is necessary is also true.

Of course, to provide a deeper discussion, we would have to specify a semantics or
a deductive system for the de re modalities. In chapter ?? we develop possible worlds
semantics for languageswithmodal predicates, but only for unarymodal predicates. This
semantics can be adapted to binarymodal predicates, that is, de dictomodalities. There
are some tricky and metaphysically interesting problems, some of which are discussed
in (Halbach 2020). We may consider a semantics where worlds have different domains.
Presumably then also different variable assignments exist in different worlds, because a
variable assignment cannot contain an only possibly existing object. Here we break off
the discussion and refer the reader to work has been done in this direction, for instance,
by Bealer (1993), Halbach and Sturm (2004), and Halbach, Leitgeb, and Welch (2003);
but many questions in this area are still open andmodal metaphysics could benefit from
considering languages with great expressive power and predicates for de remodalities.
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